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Anatomy of a Credential
Changing industry standards means rethinking best
practices for choosing credential technology

In this Paper
• Organizations are changing their perspective in
regard to access and identity management.
• Though access control technology is evolving, there
is still consistency in the contactless credential world.
• The ability to manage both mobile and traditional
form factors securely has become the new norm.
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Anatomy of a Credential

Credentials are hardly a new concept to security professionals.
The term “credential” usually conjures up an image of an
employee identification card. Such cards were created simply
as a way to visually identify that a person belonged in a building
or with a particular group. In the 1960s, we started using
technology to access buildings, restricted areas, and more. In
the decades since, credential technology continually evolved to
improve security and eventually embrace applications beyond
physical access.
Now the question is: Have security professionals and end-users

The ASIS research revealed that 45 percent of security

evolved alongside credential technology?

professionals have already transitioned, or are in the process of
transitioning, their customers to the new accepted standard.

Let’s put the evolution of credentials into perspective. The same
practical reasons you used when you abandoned your first-

Organizations are changing their perspective in regard to access

generation cellphone or 30-year-old computer apply to access

and identity management. A younger workforce, accustomed

control technology. Today’s credential technology is more

to being connected and highly conversant with technology, is

mobile, offers more applications, and is better connected to your

one of the driving forces behind access and identity product

environment than legacy solutions.

development.

Recent research by ASIS found that the access control

Contactless Credentials – What Hasn’t Changed

technologies deployed in field today have aged out and are
insecure. In fact, the most common frequency in use – 125 kHz
– was introduced more than 25 years ago. The security
professionals who responded to the ASIS survey also indicated
magnetic stripe cards – the technology being replaced by chips
in credit cards – remains in use today.
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Even though access control technology is evolving, there is still
consistency in the contactless credential world.
•

A credential is still something generated by a trusted authority
that identifies the bearer
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•

It still consists of digital data stored on some type of form factor

•

Security still involves protection by one or more cryptographic
methods

2. Reduce risk by recommending unique formatting and
tracking credential number sequences.
The more unique the credential formatting is to the organization,

Contactless Credentials – What Has Changed
What has changed is the technology the industry is standardizing
on. Higher levels or security, more applications, and mobility
require different standards than the legacy technology that has
been in place for the last 25 years or more. Here are updated
best practices that will ensure you are choosing the right path
forward for your customer.

the more secure it will be. Using default formatting is akin to
using a default password. Everyone knows what it is, making it
vulnerable.
In addition, tracking credential number sequences make them
far less prone to duplication. Being an authorized supplier to an
organization that has facilities with multiple locations can open
up opportunities outside of your local market.

A Look Inside a Multi-technology Credential
Example: Dual Technology iCLASS® Seos®/ Prox Credential
Seos® Microprocessor

iCLASS® Seos® Credential
containing Secure Identity Object (SIO)
125 kHz Antenna
Contact Chip

13.56 MHz Antenna

1. Adopting the 13.56 MHz industry standard frequency for

3. The emergence of microprocessor-based credential

access control

technologies

The difference between frequencies is at the performed function

There are many benefits to microprocessor-based credential

level. Legacy 125 kHz is capable of read only, meaning the code

technologies. Unlike legacy credential technologies that are hard-

is hardwired into the card or fob. Read-only technology is very

wired into a card or fob, microprocessor-based technologies can

economical, but has widely known security vulnerabilities. The

execute on both traditional form factors or any microprocessor

13.56 MHz frequency allows more complex, advanced functions

device (smart cards, mobile devices, etc.) expanding functionality

such as read/write data, communications using encrypted

and choice.

protocols, and more.

RFID Frequency Band

Description

Typical Applications

125-134.2 kHz and 140-148.5 kHz

Low Frequency (LF)

125 kHz was one of the first frequencies to be used for
contactless access control. It is sometimes referred to as legacy
technology

13.553-13.567 MHz or 13.56 MHz

High Frequency (HF)

This is currently the frequency today’s access control credentials
have standardized on.

858-930 MHz

Ultra High Frequency (UHF)

Used for long distance parking and gate control applications.
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They also provide a more secure approach to managing multiple

4. The ability to manage mobile credentials alongside

applications on a credential, including the ability to support both

traditional card credentials

physical and network access side-by-side.
How Microprocessor-based credential technology works

The advent of mobility has introduced a new type of credential
into the trusted population. Sometimes called a virtual or mobile
credential or Mobile ID, it performs the same service as a
traditional card or fob credential but lives in the cloud.
Mobile has become the transformational technology of our
generation. According to IHS, mobile credentials are expected to
grow rapidly; reaching 136 million credential downloads by the
year 2020. Mobile credentials are just as easy to manage and
offer the same security as the latest generation of smart cards.
The ability to manage both mobile and traditional form factors
securely has become the new norm. Your customer may not
require mobile or multi-application functionality today, but as a
trusted advisor, best practice here is to position their investment
for the future. Product development is centered on these new
standards for identity and access management. The likelihood

•

Manages the storage and retrieval of digital credentials in a
secure space, within separate slots for each application

•

Each slot is protected by an authentication key

•

To get a credential, the calling system must provide the
authentication key for the particular slot in which the
credential is stored

that customers will want either the convenience, cost savings, or
before.

Making the Transition

replacement are simple to transition. In many cases, replacing
legacy access control technology with today’s accepted
standard won’t happen overnight. Best practice in these
situations is to recommend gradual upgrade over time.
Multi-technology credentials can support both the 125 kHz
low-frequency and 13.56 MHz high-frequency technologies

“The ability to manage
both mobile and traditional
form factors securely has
become the new norm.”
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simultaneously. In the event you need to switch over quickly, you
will already be prepared in part, thereby reducing the cost of an
unplanned expense. When the upgrade is complete, the legacy
technology is disabled and you are fully up and running on the
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